
A Volcanologist is a person who studies            

volcanoes. They might work ‘in the field’,           

collecting information at volcanic sites such as an 

erupting  volcano or an extinct volcano. A           

Volcanologist can also do experiments in a         

laboratory on volcanic samples or using computer 

models. 

 Using a 2l fizzy drink bottle with the top cut off as a magma chamber, groups of 

pupils can work together to build a cone shaped volcano around it using mod-roc or  

papier mache. Use a plastic tray as a base and leave your volcano to set overnight. 

Once dry, pupils could paint the volcano and seal it to make it water-proof using clear 

varnish or a plastic spray.  

 

                

 You might want to take your pupils                                                        

  outside for this experiment! 

Insert a 1 litre bottle of fizzy drink (diet drinks are less                                                   

sticky!) into your model volcano. Slowly unscrew  the top                                                    

trying to keep  as many  gas bubbles in as possible. Add a squirt of washing up liquid. 

Put a straw through a whole packet of polo mints. Hold the straw over the top of the 

bottle and  drop all the polo mints into the bottle at once (the straw helps you line up 

the mints into the bottle). Stand well back! 

  Pupils can make miniature volcano's using mini fizzy drinks bottles, putting             

  bicarbonate of soda and lemon juice in. These are much calmer! 
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 Volcanoes & the Scientific Method 

Most people know that if you tip a packet of polo mints or ‘mentos’ 

into a fizzy drink bottle you get an eruption.  But do you know how this 

can be like a volcanic eruption?!  The fizzy drink stores gases under 

pressure, just like magma in a volcano.  When the sweets are dropped 

in, bubbles grow around them.  The sudden increase in pressure pushes 

the drink upwards.  In a volcano, the bubbles form around crystals of 

solid rock which come from the magma itself. 

BOOM! 

Photo courtesy of ‘The Atlantic’. 

Technically anything which 

allows bubbles to grow 

should work– what 

happens if you use 

different sweets, or 

plastic buttons? 

How will you measure 

the strength of the 

eruption–  eruption 

height?  Length of time 

the eruption takes? 

Drink with more gas should 

erupt more effectively –what 

happens when you vary the 

type of 'magma' e.g. diet coke, 

ginger beer, red cola? 

Stickier (more 

viscous) magmas 

tend to trap more gas

-  what happens if you 

add washing-up liquid 

or syrup? 

Mentos + Irn-Bru 



Tectonic plates 
The theory of plate tectonics was not 

widely accepted until the 1960’s. The 

movement of plates is caused by 

convection currents in the mantle, the 

source of these currents is heat created 

by radioactive elements deep within our 

planet. 

Convection currents are made by rising 

warm material and sinking cooler material. 

To demonstrate this  fill a small clear bottle 

with hot water, add some drops of red food 

colouring and then slowly lower this bottle 

into a larger jar full of cold water. Watch as 

the hot red liquid rises out of the bottle to be 

replaced by cooler clear water, This can also 

be compared to an underwater volcano. 

The mantle is mostly solid rock but it is hot 

enough to flow and this can be quite a       

difficult thing to imagine.  Try comparing the 

mantle to wax; if you take a ball of wax and 

place it in the freezer for a few hours when 

you take it out it is hard and can smash or 

break up. This is how rock behaves at the 

Earth’s cooler surface. In contrast if you 

leave the  ball in the sun or in a warm oven it 

will be easy to mould without breaking up, It 

may even spread out into a pancake under 

the force of gravity. This is how rock in the  

 mantle can flow. 

Combine science with home economics with this tasty activity; 

baking a cake to show the different layers within our Earth.  

Using a standard Victoria Sandwich cake mixture and adding 

a bit of vanilla essence, split the mixture unevenly into three 

bowls. Add blue food colouring to the smallest amount of mix, 

yellow food colouring to the largest amount of cake mix and 

red to the third bowl.  Cook each mixture in a cake tin. Once 

cooled stack your  sponges with a layer of jam in the middle 

of each. Use green and blue butter icing to create the        

 continents and oceans. 
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Volcano Varie
ty 

  We live in a country with no active volcanoes so they often seem exotic and distant.  For 

millions of people though, volcanic hazards are very real.  Many people living near 

volcanoes are aware of the dangers they pose but education is still important.  After some 

background research (see further info) get pupils to design a Volcanic Hazards education 

programme aimed at Primary school children.  This could include posters, rhymes, songs or 

dances to help children remember what to do in an eruption.  Alternatively, you could get 

groups to focus on different hazards e.g. lahars, ash or lava. 

Volcanoes come in an astounding variety 

of shapes, sizes and even colours.  A lot of 

this variety is down to the plate setting 

which in turn affects the type of magma 

that may erupt.  Using the Global 

Volcanism Programme (see further info) 

get your class pick some volcanoes to 

make ‘Top-Trumps’-style cards then pit 

them against each other! 

Photo  courtesy of NOAA  + 

PhysOrg 

A magma bubble erupting under-

water.  This could be the birth of a 

'subduction zone' near Fiji as one 

plate is forced under another. 

Question: How many environments produce 

volcanoes?! 

Hint:  Don’t forget ‘hot-spots’! 

Photo courtesy of GVP 

Sulphur springs in Ethiopia where the 

African crust is slowly rifting apart, 

allowing magma to reach the surface 

and form volcanoes. 



The Castle Rock, on 

which Edinburgh Castle 

stands is an extinct    

volcano which last 

erupted 350 million 

years ago. At that time 

Scotland was located 

near to the Equator! 

Arthur’s Seat, Samson’s Ribs and Hutton’s Section are all 

volcanic structures in Holyrood Park, Edinburgh. Split 

your pupils into groups and ask them to investigate one 

of these areas; What rock is their area made of? When 

and how did it form? In the further info section are some 

web-sites to help get you started.  

Pupils could create posters about their area or present 

their findings to the class. You might even want to        

incorporate some drama in this activity; have your pupils 

compile a news report back in time ‘live from the scene’ 

 of the rock formation.   

If you are interested in the findings of James Hutton, 

check out this animation and game, free to use and     

created especially for schools. With its own resource pack 

and phone app it provides a unique and fun way to learn 

more about this famous Geologist. 

http://www.dynamicearth.co.uk/teachers/    

 supportmaterials/RockOpera 

60 million years ago, Scotland was on 

a plate boundary  - which helps ex-

plain the volcanic geology of the Isle 

of Skye. The Black Cuillin Mountains 

are made of gabbro, the Red Cuillin 

are made of granite. The low lands 

are basaltic lava flows. 

       Supevolcanoes are very, very large              

 volcanoes with the potential to cause worldwide 

destruction and devastation. Scientists estimate there 

are around 40 supervolcanoes throughout the world;  

 two of these are in the UK! Thankfully both are 

extinct. Do you know where they are? 

          There are many                           

 more volcanoes around 

Scotland, some on land, 

some not!  

See how many you                      

can find! 
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Martian and Hawaiian volcanoes are very    

similar in form. Both are shield volcanoes with 

gently sloping sides.  Hawaiian volcanoes are 

build from runny lavas, Martian volcanoes   

appear to be built from runny lavas also. The 

big difference is in the size! At over 17 miles 

high, Martian volcanoes  are at least 3 times 

the height of any Hawaiian volcano. 

               Mars and our Moon are considered to be  

            geologically dead which means their internal     

  heat has dropped so much that magma (if there 

is any) no longer rises to the surface. This means that all of 

their volcanoes are extinct.  

Venus however, may still be active and volcanic eruptions 

on Earth are very common.  Io, one of  Jupiter's moons is 

the most volcanically active bodies in our Solar System with 

volcanic plumes rising over 100 miles above the surface of 

the moon.  

Using the data in the table below as a starting point, pupils 

could create a        

volcanic time line 

showing the order of 

the cooling in the 

planetary bodies.  

Planetary 
body 

Last known   
volcanism 
(years ago) 

Moon 1.5 billion 

Mercury 1.5 billion 

Mars 50 million 

Venus 250 years 

Earth On-going 

Io On-going 

Venus has more volcanoes 

than any other planet in 

our Solar System. Over 

1,600 major volcanoes are 

known and there are many 

more smaller ones. Almost 

all volcanism on Venus 

seems to involve runny  

lava flows. We haven’t 

seen any sign of explosive 

ash-forming eruptions and 

little  evidence of the   

eruption of more sludgy, 

viscous lavas. 
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Give your pupils a piece of granite, some basalt, obsidian, pumice and gabbro. 

Using the key   below ask your pupils to find out which rock is which. 
 

               In Hawaiian mythology, the 

                       Goddess of Fire was called Pele. Dwelling 

    in the craters of the Kilauea  Volcano, Pele, also known 

   as the Volcano Goddess is famous for her explosive temper, sending 

 ribbons of burning hot lava down the mountain and into the Pacific Ocean. Volcanic 

glass threads formed when particles of molten material are thrown out of the volcano and spun 

out  by the wind into long thin strands are known as Pele’s hair while small pieces of molten lava 

that have fused into tear drop shape are called Pele’s tears. 

These rock types can also be linked with chocolate! The obsidian cools so quickly that     

crystals don’t have time to form. And this makes it a ‘glass’. You can compare chocolate to 

obsidian as it is a ‘glass’ too! Chocolate also splits into curving fractures, just like obsidian. 

Bubbly aero chocolate can be compared to pumice and a chocolate with bits;   granite! Over 

millions of years crystals do start to form in obsidian, the white ‘snowflakes’ where parts of 

the rock are changing are like the crystals you see forming when chocolate is starting to go 

off.  

www.dynamicearth.co.uk/education 



                       The biggest volcanic eruption 

      in recorded history occurred in 1815 in 

     Indonesia. The explosion from Mount  Tambora 

   was heard over 1200 miles away, ash fell on neighbouring Borneo 1000 miles 

away! 

The following year was known as the year without a summer as Tambora’s volcanic cloud      

lowered global temperatures by as much as 3
0
C. Even one year after the eruption northern parts 

of  America and Europe still experienced far cooler temperatures. 

Imagine you and your pupils have travelled back in time to 1815 and 

are experiencing first hand the effects of the Mount Tambora       

eruption.  

After carrying out background research (see further info) pupils, 

working in groups, could prepare a news item and record it using a 

video camera. Props such as microphones and dressing up clothes 

could be used. You may even want the groups to deliver a follow up 

report  a year later from different locations around the world. 

  Working in groups, pupils could consider what 

they would need to pack if a volcanic eruption was 

imminent; would they need to take food or should 

they take kit to allow them to catch their own food? 

What could be the possible      consequences of 

relying on gathering fresh food? What would they 

need to plan for?  

Photo courtesy of MVO 

      Montserrat, in the West Indies has a very active volcano on it which  

              since the 1990’s has caused considerable devastation to the island.

                                                                  The capital city, Plymouth, has been destroyed along with a major    

       airport and port have been destroyed and around two thirds of the 

island is now uninhabitable! 

Using maps of Montserrat, you could give your pupils a challenge. Have them imagine 

they are the Chief Executive of a large chain of hotels and they want to build a luxury hotel on 

Montserrat. Where on the island could they build it? Pupils will need to consider the lava flows, 

proximity to beaches, airports and shops. Visit www.worldmapnow.com/tag/map-of-monserrat and 

 www.mvo.ms/.   
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Two events that would cause major problems to 

humanity are a large asteroid impact or a gigantic 

volcanic eruption from a 'supervolcano' .  Both of 

these have a similar (very small!) chance of happening 

in our lifetimes. 

There are plenty of theories on how to avert an 

asteroid impact: the 'laser bees' idea involves tiny 

satellites heating up one side of an asteroid using 

lasers, causing it to change direction.  However, it is 

unlikely that we will ever be able to do anything to 

prevent a supervolcano erupting. 

  

www.dynamicearth.co.uk/education 

Given that the chance of an 

eruption is so low, is there 

any point in looking at super

-eruptions that happened 

millions of years ago? 

What kind of clues might tell us an 

eruption was due?  Should we be giving 

money to scientists to monitor 

supervolcanoes? 

Where are the 

supervolcanoes we 

know about?  If one 

erupted, which 

countries would be 

most affected? 

Would it be possible to 

evacuate people?  How large 

would the evacuation zone 

have to be? 

SuperVolcanoes! 
Lake Taupo, New Zealand, an 

ancient caldera from a 

supervolcano. Source: GeolSoc. 

Many volcanoes form circular pits.  Depending on the processes  involved and the size these are called 

craters or calderas.  Generally a crater is less than 1km across and is formed by the ejection of magma, 

ash or rock during explosive eruptions.  Calderas on the other hand can be tens of kilometres across.  

Calderas form when the ground collapses above a rapidly-emptied magma chamber.  Check out the USGS 

video and maybe have a go yourself! USGS - Volcano Hazards Program -Yellowstone Volcano Observatory 

- http://volcanoes.usgs.gov/observatories/yvo/ - Multimedia - Videos - Caldera Demonstration Model. 

http://volcanoes.usgs.gov/observatories/yvo/


FURTHER INFO 

Pet-Rocks, Volcanoes and 

Supervolcanoes workshops: volcanism, 

plate tectonics, super volcanoes and 

games! With different workshops for      

different ages from  primary 4 through to 

secondary 3 these workshops are fully   

interactive, highly engaging and 

accessible. 

The Tour: Enter a barren landscape on 

the newly formed planet Earth. After      

billions of years, the Atlantic slowly       

widens creating the now familiar outlines 

of our own continents and coastlines.              

Experience the Earth shaking, smell the 

sulphur and the smoke and feel the heat. 

Discover you are  standing on an active 

volcano on the brink of an eruption! 

Outdoor Learning:  Discover the 

amazing and violent geological history of 

Scotland as told in the rocks of Arthur’s 

Seat with engaging tours led by our 

This resource was developed in line with Social studies > People, place 

and environment. 

..for Exploring Holyrood Park 

http://web.me.com/luke_render/SESEFwip/

Welcome.html 

http://www.geo.ed.ac.uk/arthurseat/ 

http://www.geos.ed.ac.uk/undergraduate/field/

holyrood/history.html 

http://www.geowalks.demon.co.uk/iarthur.html 

...for Science Correspondent, 1815 

http://vulcan.wr.usgs.gov/Volcanoes/

Indonesia/

description_tambora_1815_eruption.html 

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/IOTD/

view.php?id=39412 

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?

storyId=5237808 

..for Trumps 

http://www.volcano.si.edu/index.cfm  

Or buy a pack for £4.99! 

http://volcanoestoptrumps.org/home-page/get-

the-cards/ 

...for Volcanic Hazards Education 

http://www.geonet.org.nz/volcano/resources/ 

http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/

environment/natural-disasters/volcano-safety-

tips/ 

...for Supervolcanoes 

http://volcanoes.usgs.gov/volcanoes/yellowstone/

yellowstone_sub_page_49.html  

http://www.geolsoc.org.uk/gsl/education/resources/

http://www.volcano.si.edu/index.cfm
http://www.geonet.org.nz/volcano/resources/
http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/natural-disasters/volcano-safety-tips/
http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/natural-disasters/volcano-safety-tips/
http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/natural-disasters/volcano-safety-tips/
http://volcanoes.usgs.gov/volcanoes/yellowstone/yellowstone_sub_page_49.html
http://volcanoes.usgs.gov/volcanoes/yellowstone/yellowstone_sub_page_49.html
http://www.geolsoc.org.uk/gsl/education/resources/page2965.html

